14-17 March 2019

Les Arcs, France
Previous
sponsors

Les Arcs, France

Established in 2009, ICE is an
exclusive, unique, private and
highly-curated network of
successful founders, investors
and startup leaders.

14 - 17th March 2019
We’re inviting you to join us on our annual Winter
trip. This year we’ll be heading to snowsure Les Arcs
with its spectacular views of Mont Blanc. A chance
to take a step backwards to move forward, and to
learn from each other.

Brand awareness and visibility
This year’s winter trip will give you access to over sixty founders, with whom you can
forge relationships with on the slopes, at apres ski, and lively dinners.

Camaraderie and Relationships

What can ICE
do for your
company?

Sponsors not only get the opportunity to make business contacts, they get the
opportunity to make friends. This level of trust facilitates business opportunities, which
in the notable difference between ICE and other conferences. We are a family.
Sponsors get the right to attend all local events for the next year after sponsoring - and
uptake on this is very high demonstrating the value and friendships they get from being
part of ICE.

Channel Partners
You'll have the opportunity to talk with your peers from banks, law, and accountancy
firms who are already in the startup space. We often find our channel partners
recommend each other's services to startups that come their way

Innovate
Learn what startups really need, and you can innovate your services to make them work
better for founders.

Lead Generation
If you would like to provide us with a survey or questionnaire we can send your
questions to the trip attendees before we go. Get the opportunity to see what founders
need from your services.

Access to
the exclusive
ICElist
“Starting a company is a lonely scary business.
I was part of the early days of ICE and the
companionship, camaraderie, balance, and
advice I gained (and shared) from other
members is what got me through”.
Alicia Navarro
Skimlinks

How we work together

ICEr needed intro to Sheryl Sandberg for Gaza Sky
Geeks, Gaza’s First Startup Accelerator.
A direct response from Sheryl was obtained with 24
hours.
Free invitations to the South Summit Madrid and a
drinks reception with King Felipe VI of Spain.
South Summit Madrid 2015

Approximately 8 promising candidates are
recommended by ICErs per month (on an international
level).
An average of 5 are placed with ICE companies each
month
ICEr asked for suggestions of Angel Investors who
might be interested in B2B Saas
Inundated with suggestions, 2 of which invested.

Notable members of ICE
Alicia Navarro

Nic Brisbourne

Tom Allason

Co-founder and CEO of
Skimlinks

Forward Partners - 25
investments, $265M in
acquisitions

Founder of Shuttl - $8.6M in
funding, acquired by eBay
in 2013

Greg Marsh

Oli Barrett MBE

Tugce Bulut

Founder at OneFineStay

Co-founder of Startup
Britain

Co-founder of Streetbees

Michael Acton
Smith

Renaud Visage

Co-founder of Mind Candy
and Calm.com

Co-founder of Eventbrite.
Valued at £1BN unicorn,
rumors about IPO

“Entrepreneur TV shows will come and go,
but the actuality is that real entrepreneurs
like those on ICE are poised to take the world
by storm”.
Mike Butcher
Editor, TechCrunch

Many of our sponsors will be
joining us for the fifth, seventh,
or 10th time. The relationships
made generate business,
deal-flow, knowledge and
long-term value on both sides.
Past sponsors including DN Capital, Silicon Valley
Bank, Forward Partners, Facebook, Orrick, WSGR,
Microsoft, Google, Balderton Capital, Slaughter
and May, and the UK Government’s UKTI program.

About
Sponsorship

Four days intensive networking with some of the
most successful and connected Founders in the
world.
Attendees range from high potential first-time
entrepreneurs to multi-exit veterans.
A trusted environment to learn about things that
really matter to Founders.

Get involved
Gold Level

Silver Level

Have three attendees on the trip

Have two attendees on the trip

Share accomodation in a chalet

Share accomodation in a chalet

All meals and set activities included

All meals and set activities included

First choice of speaking opportunities

Prime speaking opportunity

Opportunity to sell services to the ICE group

Opportunity to sell services to the ICE group

12 month email access to ICElist

12 month email access to ICElist

Logo on all trip printed material

Logo on all trip printed material

Invitations to London ICE events

Invitations to London ICE events

Website visibility on www.icelist.eu

Website visibility on www.icelist.eu

4 pages in trip lookbook distributed to all attendees

2 pages in trip lookbook distributed to all attendees

Contact list of trip attendees

Contact list of trip attendees

Interested?

Nishul Saperia

Get in touch

07595 425 943

nishul.saperia@gmail.com

